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ABSTRACT With the wide applications of wireless sensor networks (WSNs) in various fields, such as

environment monitoring, battlefield surveillance, healthcare, and intrusion detection, trust establishment

among sensor nodes becomes a vital requirement to improve security, reliability, and successful cooperation.

The existing trust management approaches for large-scale WSN are failed due to their low dependability

(i.e., cooperation), higher communication, and memory overheads (i.e., resource inefficient). In this paper,

we propose a novel and comprehensive trust estimation approach (LTS) for large-scale WSN that employs

clustering to improve cooperation, trustworthiness, and security by detecting malicious (faulty or selfish)

sensor nodes with reduced resource (memory and power) consumption. The proposed scheme (LTS)

operates on two levels, namely, intra-cluster and inter-cluster along with distributed approach and centralized

approach, respectively, to make accurate trust decision of sensor nodes with minimum overheads. LTS

consists of unique features, such as robust trust estimation function, attack resistant, and efficient trust

aggregation at the cluster, head to obtain the global feedback trust value. Data trust alongwith communication

trust plays a significant role to cope with malicious nodes. In LTS, punishment and trust severity can be

tuned according to the application requirement, which makes it an innovative LTS. Moreover, dishonest

recommendations (outliers) are eliminated before aggregation at the base station by observing the statistical

dispersion. The theoretical and mathematical validations along with simulation results exhibit the great

performance of our proposed approach in terms of trust evaluation cost, prevention, and detection of

malicious nodes as well as communication overhead.

INDEX TERMS Trust management, data trust, communication trust, attack mitigation.

I. INTRODUCTION

Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) are collections of small

size, self-organized hundred to thousand low-cost resource

constraint sensor nodes (SNs) and mainly deployed in the

hazardous/ hostile area to monitor events and report contin-

uous as well as discrete data. WSNs nodes communicate via

radio links with limited available bandwidth and form a tem-

porary network i.e. network without predefined infrastructure

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and
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and without centralized network administration [1]–[3].

WSN uses a highly dynamic network topology where, any

time, sensor nodes can leave-joins a network and change their

locations. Due to the broadcast(deployment) nature ofWSNs,

SNs are less reliable, failure-prone and susceptible to several

security attacks like on-off attack, Sybil attack, etc. [4]–[7].

Once a sensor node (SN) is compromised by adversary force,

it misguides other SNs to misbehave (false feedbacks, false

positive, etc.) therefore, erroneous data routing by malicious

nodes will breakdown the entire network. In such cases,

wheneverWSNnode itself becomes amalicious node and due
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to resource constraints (limitation of WSNs) nodes, crypto-

graphic techniques and authentication schemes cannot alone

prevent from internal attacks [8], [9]. Thus, we need a dif-

ferent kind of robust security mechanism to prevent WSNs

from internal and external attacks known as trust estimations

mechanism in wireless sensor networks. Trust estimation

methods are used to estimate the dependability, reliability,

and trustworthiness of SNs by analyzing their behaviors to

prevent them against malicious nodes for the survival of

wireless sensor nodes [10], [11].

Security, trust, and reputation are the most frequently used

terms regards to WSNs. Let’s, very first we briefly define

these terms. In WSNs or secure systems, the terms security

and trust are used interchangeably. Trust and security have

many key differences in terms of complexity and overhead.

Security imposes overhead on the networks. Trust is less

complex than security and used to improve the security and

reliability of WSN [12], [13]. Reliability is defined as ‘‘How

long a sensor node can be trustworthy’’. In WSN, Reputation

is defined as the ‘‘opinion of one sensor node about the other

sensor nodes’’ and ‘‘Trust is a derivation of the reputation of

an entity’’ [14]–[16]. Both trust and reputation are used to

make effective decisions to select relay nodes and analyzing

sensed data coming from other neighboring nodes to classify

it trustworthy and malicious [17], [18]. Trust establishment

provides various advantages by resolving several issues and

limitations [19] listed as follows:

1) Trust establishment (TE) analyze the behavior of sen-

sor nodes to resolve the limitation of traditional security

mechanism by providing corresponding access control.

2) Trust establishment (TE) detects selfish and malicious

nodes to make a reliable and robust security mecha-

nism.

3) Trust establishment (TE) solves the issue of finding a

reliable routing path (or gateway nodes) by detecting

all the malicious or faulty nodes of routing paths (espe-

cially in inter-cluster communication).

4) Trust establishment (TE) ensures that communication

happens among trustworthy sensor nodes (SNs) during

key management, authentication, and authorization.

We visualize that exiting clustering approaches [4], [7],

[10], [11], [19]–[23] is far better than individual SNs for

effective collaboration in order to collect, aggregate and

forward accurate data to base station. Moreover cluster-

ing approaches improve network throughput, scalability

and gives flexibility to choose a cluster head (a sensor

node with strong computing power or selected by election

process [25]–[32] that will be responsible for detecting self-

ish (malicious) nodes and provide reliable route to cluster

members within cluster to send their data. Decision making

considering only communication trust in an open and hostile

WSN might deceive the entire network performance. A huge

number of selfish nodes might provide a false recommenda-

tion about neighbor nodes which results in incorrect evalua-

tion during aggregation at cluster heads and base station to

obtain final trust value.

Unlike the above existing reported schemes, the proposed

scheme consider data trust along with communication trust

to mitigate untrustworthy nodes by eliminating false rec-

ommendation using an outlier filtering approach. With this

proposed scheme, successful collaboration among all cluster

heads during inter-cluster communication would be able to

select a trusted and reliable global route to send trusted ‘‘data

to the base station (BS) without interruption.’’

A. MOTIVATION

Unfortunately, the most fundamental requirements namely

resource efficiency and dependability issues with TMS for

WSN have not received much attention from researchers.

Among the various existing trust management approaches

for WSN [3], [7], [10], [19], [22]–[24], [20], [33]–[37], only

the following researches in [10], [19], [22]–[24] were devel-

oped specifically for clustered WSNs that suffers from sev-

eral limitations such as memory overhead, communication

overhead and work under assumptions like dependency on

specific platform or routing scheme that makes them unre-

alistic for large scale WSN [19]. To the best of our knowl-

edge, only [10], [22], [23], [38] focused on both resource

efficiency and dependability issues with TMS for WSN but

still suffer from various issues like accuracy, attack resistant,

convergence speed, complexity, and additional overheads.

Moreover, in an open or hostile environment, malicious feed-

backs can reduce the system dependability, availability and

leads to incorrect trust decision.

B. OUR CONTRIBUTION

To remove the limitation of existing trust management

schemes (TMS) [10], [19], [22], [23], we propose a novel and

comprehensive TMS consisting the following unique features

to improve cooperation among SNs in order to build a robust

and reliable trust system.

1) Generate unique identity for each sensor node to

make communication easier and secure from external

attacks

2) Provide a robust and lightweight trust estimation

scheme by employing clustering to improve coopera-

tion among CMs and CHs. During intra-cluster trust

evaluation, CH computes indirect communication and

data trust to reduce the overhead of maintaining feed-

backs at a CM (say i) of other CMs (say j). In the same

way, the base station will be responsible to evaluate

indirect trust during inter-cluster communication. This

approach significantly reduces the transmission (com-

munication) overhead and the possibility of malicious

behavior (badmouthing and ballot stuffing attack) by

malicious SNs.

3) Provide an efficient ‘‘trust decision-making scheme at

CH level to improve resource efficiency and coopera-

tion among CHs by reducing the overhead of network

communication.’’
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4) A simple averaging scheme is introduced to aggregate

the trust values for cluster heads to overcome the limi-

tations of existing TMS [8], [22].

5) Punishment and trust severity can be tuned according

to the application requirement makes it an innovative

LTS.

6) Platform independent and not affected by chosen of any

specific routing scheme

The effectiveness and validation of the proposed scheme

[LTS] are shown by mathematical foundation and simulation

results. The remaining part of this paper is structured into five

more sections. Section II discusses the related work with their

research gaps and comparative analysis. Section III and IV

provide the proposed TMS and their comprehensive valida-

tion respectively. Section V provides the comparative simu-

lation analysis and exhibits the performance of the proposed

scheme and finally, Section VI gives the conclusion and

future work.

II. RELATED WORKS

There are various methods and approaches to model the

trust like probability, fuzzy, weighted, Bayesian, game

theory, neural network, entropy-based and miscellaneous

trust computation methods. These trust models are gener-

ally categorized into two subcategories namely node and

data trust models. Node trust models are further divided

into two categories namely centralized and distributed trust

model [4], [5], [10], [12], [18], [19], [22], [24].

In the centralized model, a trusted node (SN or BS) calcu-

lates the trust value of SNs but in the distributed model, each

SN itself calculates their trust value. Many TMSs have been

proposed recently in various fields like WSNs, peer-to-peer

networks and e-commerce [39]–[44] that exhibit the signifi-

cance of trust estimation. However, most of them suffer from

various limitations such as resource constraint, dependability

and vulnerable to attacks. This section provides the literature

survey of the existing TMSs for distributed and clustered

WSN. Desai et al. [54] proposed a novel trust evaluation

known as ‘‘MITE: Memory integrity based trust evaluation

in Wireless Sensor Networks.’’ The author believes that the

trust scheme plays an important role to improve security

over cryptographic techniques. The proposed scheme uses a

metric known as ‘‘integrity of the node-memory’’ to evaluate

trust and experimental results exhibit its great performance

in terms of trust evaluation at both node-level and network-

level. The advantages of this scheme ‘‘are the elimination of

persistent storage and inaccuracy due to second-hand infor-

mation. The results obtained indicate that the change in hash

value can be observed for tampered memory. If hash values

are the same, time taken to compute hash at both ends is used

to determine if the node is trustworthy’’ or not.

According to Ishmanov et al. [9], a robust trust estimation

scheme plays a vital role in WSN to improve security, relia-

bility and successful cooperation. Authors believe that on-off

attack is the most severe attack to degrade the performance of

sensor network so they proposed a trust management scheme

to mitigate persistent malicious behavior and on-off attacks.

In addition, a misbehavior component along with forgetting

factor is introduced to effectively deal with such types of

attacks. Recommendation trust is computed by removing

outliers from the available feedbacks from CMs. The authors

state that it is lightweight and robust against badmouthing

attack and persistent malicious behavior.

Kim et al. [6] proposed an accurate and dynamic trust

model (TM) known as ‘‘an efficient dynamic trust evaluation

model (DTEM)’’ for WSNs. This weight-based scheme con-

siders the multi-trust (data, communication and energy trust)

and dynamic approach to calculate the direct, indirect trust

and in updating the trust respectively. DTEM uses Beta prob-

ability density function (BPDF) at the node level, regulating

function, IOWA update mechanism enhance flexibility and

punishment factor to achieve correct trust estimation results

by analyzing the good and bad behavior of neighboring

nodes. The BPDF used in this scheme can be represented as

f (x|γ, β) =
1

(γ, β)
xγ−1(1 − x)β−1 (1)

where γ and β are two indexed parameters and 0 ≤ x ≤

1, γ > 0, β > 0:

E(x) =
γ

γ + β
=

a + 1

a + b + 2
(2)

where the term E(x) is defined as the probability expec-

tation value for BPDF. The symbol a denotes the number

of successful interactions between nodes and b denotes the

unsuccessful interactions between nodes. Although DTEM

can effectively identify malicious behavior to improve secu-

rity in WSN, it still suffers from communication overhead

and high resource consumption that makes it an unrealistic

approach because of limited resources (memory, processor,

etc.) of sensor nodes.

Shaikh et al. [3] proposed energy aware, lightweight and

attack resistant scheme for Clustered WSNs knows as GTMS

that calculate trust at three levels (node, cluster head, and the

base station) in order to identify various attacks by classi-

fying trust values in trusted, untrusted and uncertain states.

It uses the timing window concept to get information about

successful and unsuccessful interactions between two nodes

in trust computation. The information present in the timing

window is used to evaluate the trust value of node y at node x

according to (3) where Sx,y and Ux,y are defined in TABLE 3.

Tx,y =

[

100 ×

(

(Sx,y)
2

(

Sx,y + Ux,y

) (

Sx,y + 1
)

)]

(3)

GTMS is attack resistant under an assumption that is Sx,y
≤ Ux,y that is not always true and it cannot effectively

encounter on-off attack that makes it not suitable for real-time

applications [8]–[10]. Zhang et al. [21] suggested two-tier

architecture based lightweight and attack resistant trust man-

agement scheme (TMS) especially for secure medical SNs
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known as ‘‘ReTrust’’ which is Similar to [3] with a newly

proposed trust estimation equation (4) defined as follows:

Tx,y =

[

α ×

(
∑m

j=1 βj × (1 − pj)×pj
∑m

j=1 βj×(1−pj)

)]

(4)

where α, m, βj, and pj represent the format and range of the

trust values, ‘‘number of units in a window-based forgetting

mechanism, aging-factor parameter, βj,’’ and successful inter-

action rate respectively. The term pj in (4) is estimated by

using the (5)

pj =
Sj + 1

Sj + Uj + 2
(5)

The author states that ‘‘ReTrust’’ is an efficient attack resis-

tant, lightweight with effective malicious behavior detection

that makes it highly suitable for medical sensor networks and

can improve network performance by removing the weakness

of TMS. Although it is said that this scheme is robust against

bad- mouthing and on-off attack but without considering mis-

behavior rate along with frequency and persistency of misbe-

havior, a good on-off mitigating trust model (TM) is quite

complicated to design [9]. Fang et al. [48] proposed novel

healthcare –oriented TMS for healthcare WSN (HWSN)

based on binomial distribution with higher detection and

accuracy to resolve various security issues caused by internal

attacks such as on-off attack and bad mouthing attack. The

author states that BDTMS is secure and realistic and can

rapidly and effectively detect an on-off attack and collusion

attack but scalability, stability, and overhead issues are still

there that makes it non-suitable for large HWSN.

Zhang et al. [49] proposed energy efficient, accurate and

reliable improved Bayesian-based TMS for WSNs to detect

and mitigate malicious nodes. The author introduced two

new factors (reward, penalty) along with attenuation function

(for updating trust values) to improve the performance and

efficiency of proposed TMS. The proposed model is com-

pared with the well-known trust model RFSN [33] through

simulation onNS-2 and exhibit good performance than RFSN

in terms of trust estimation, attack detection, and energy con-

sumption. Feng et al. [7] proposed ‘‘A trust evaluation algo-

rithm for wireless sensor networks based on node behaviors

and DS evidence theory’’ known as NBBTE to identify com-

promised and malicious nodes. It employs a weighted and

fuzzy approach depending on the number of malicious nodes.

MATLAB is used to simulate the proposed work that exhibits

the accuracy and efficiency in terms of nodes trustworthiness,

uncertainty and fuzziness. The main drawback of NBBTE is

higher communication overhead (resource consumption) and

memory overhead that makes it non-realistic for large scale

WSNs.

Górski and Turower [51] proposed a novel TMS employ-

ing a weighted, lightweight and energy efficient approach

for data trust, behavior trust, and historical trust to ensure

data credibility and reliability in WSNs. After analyzing

the OMNET++ simulation results, Author claims that it is

better than LDTS, DRBTS and TRM-IoT model in terms

of abnormal behavior detection (monitoring) and resource

consumption results in improved node’s survival time in

the sensor network. Only trusted nodes can participate in

data fusion to reduce overheads and trust list is dynami-

cally updated. The major drawbacks of this scheme are non-

scalability, non-stability and not robust against on-off attack.

Moreover, no mathematical validations are provided to prove

the efficiency of the proposed scheme and no external secu-

rity module is considered. Kim et al. [6] suggested a ‘‘fuzzy

logic based trust model’’ for WSNs. In this work, only highly

trusted nodes can participate in sharing their trust values in

order to make safe and secure communication by choosing

a trusted communication path ‘‘between the source node and

the destination’’ node. The trust evaluation (trustworthiness

(T) and untrustworthiness (U)) between two nodes i and j can

be estimated by using (6) and (7) respectively

T =

[

avg
(

Ti,Tj
)

1 −
(

avg
(

Ti,Uj
)

+ avg
(

TjUi
))

]

(6)

U =

[

avg
(

Ui,Uj
)

1 −
(

avg
(

TiUj
)

+ avg
(

TjUi
))

]

(7)

Trust evaluation value between nodes i and j = T
T+U

The

BS has the reputation value of each node, But the problem

is in most cases WSN is either distributed or hierarchical

in nature and they have not mentioned the way how BS

evaluates the trust of a node.Moreover, it works only for static

workload and not robust against various malicious attacks.

Memory and communication overheads are not discussed.

Singh et al. [45] proposed a dynamic, adaptive and

lightweight trust evaluation scheme for decentralized WSN.

It calculates direct trust (using successful and unsuccessful

interactions) and indirect trust (using reputation scheme) to

quantize nodes as trusted or untrusted. trust value of node B

at node A is computed by (8) as follows:

T
A,B
i =





S
A,B
i

(

S
A,B
i + F

A,B
i

)



 (8)

where S is successful and F is unsuccessful transactions.

Direct & Indirect trust in this scheme is evaluated using (9)

and (10) as follows

DT A,B = CA,B ∗
∑m

i=1

(

Wi ∗ T
A,B
i

)

(9)

&IT A,B =
∑n

j=1

(

WA,Nj ∗ DT
NjB
)

(10)

Thus, Total Trust is

(TT A,B) = Wa ∗ DT A,B +Wb ∗ IT A,B.

Here the distance trust is also incorporated as: Td = 1 −
di
∑

di
where di is the distance of the i

th neighbor. Although this

method is suitable for clusteredWSNs but it is not highly rec-

ommended because it is not robust against well-known on-off

attack. Singh et al. [23] proposed ‘‘A lightweight trust mech-

anism (LWTS) and overhead analysis for clustered WSN.’’
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In this work, the author try to resolve the weight alloca-

tion problems by applying a self-adaptive weight allocation

method at the cluster head level for both direct trust and

indirect trust using (11) and (12) respectively as follows:

W1 = 1 −







Sdirectchi,chj

Sdirectchi,chj
+ S

indirect

BS,,chi






(11)

W2 = 1 −







S indirectBS,chi

Sdirectchi,chj
+ S

indirect

BS,,chi






(12)

where W1 and W2 provide more weightage to direct trust

and indirect trust respectively under the situations mentioned

in [23]Where Sdirectchi,chj
and S indirectBS,chi

is the successful interaction

between CHi and CHj and positive recommendations about

CHi collected by BS from other neighboring cluster head of

CHi . Moreover, in LWTS, each cluster member can directly

communicate with the cluster head to reduce communication

overhead leads to creation of more number of cluster for large

WSNs that makes it unrealistic for large WSNs because in

reality cluster member send trust values through other cluster

members comes in the trusted shortest route selected by

any shortest path algorithms [50], [58], [59], [60]. However,

it has been proved that LWTS is better than LDTS [22] (due to

specific topology) and GTMS [19] in terms of memory, com-

munication overhead but scalability issue is not considered in

this work.

Shakkira [38] proposed an advance trust system known as

ALDTS to identify compromised, malicious and malevolent

nodes in WSNs by providing node level protocol-based secu-

rity. The author states that TMS should be highly dependable,

energy efficient and secure along with low communication

and memory (resource) overhead for the survival of WSNs.

ALDTS uses SHA-256 to incorporate security and elimi-

nate unnecessary communication overhead created by cluster

members on the cluster head. ALDTS doesn’t provide any

mathematical, simulation proof against on-off, badmouthing,

and various other external attacks. Moreover, ALDTS has

not discussed about scalability issue, memory overhead issue,

and dynamic that makes it unrealistic approach for WSNs.

Ishmanov et al. [9] proposed a simple, stable, attack- resis-

tance and lightweight TMS known as ‘‘A robust trust estab-

lishment scheme for wireless sensor networks’’ to mitigate

various internal attacks like on-off with high detection rate

by incorporating a key component misbehavior frequency.

The author states that security and cooperation improvement

among sensor nodes (SNs) through TMS is vital for the

survival of WSNs because external attack resiliency using

various authentication and cryptographic techniques are fail

to protect WSNs due to it open, remote and unattended

nature of deployment. The author believes that TMS can also

be vulnerable to on-off attack in which nodes periodically

changes their behaviors to damage the WSN. Each parameter

in all proposed equations is clearly defined with appropriate

reasons in this work. By using the time window concept,

rate and weight of misbehavior is computed respectively as

follows:










oif
UJ

UJ + SJ
≤ θ

UJ

UI + SI
otherwise

(13)

and wmtk = max(α1r1, α2r2, α3r3, . . . . . . .αjrj, αLrL).

After computing weight of misbehavior at time tk
(

wm
tk

)

,

trust is computed using (14) as follows

Ttk= 1−wm
tk (14)

The concept of on and off period is used to measure the

misbehavior frequency (15) as follows

f mtk =
otk

otk + ptk
(15)

In order to find the node status, misbehavior frequency

component is used as follows

S
(

fmtk
)

=







1

(0; θ )

(θ; 1)

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

persistentmaliciousnode

legitimatenode

maliciousnode







. (16)

Once node status is identified, final trust value is obtained by

aggregating wmtkandf
m
tk as follows

Ttk =

{

(

1 − wm
tk

)

ifwm
tk > fmtk

β ∗
(

1 − fmtk
)

+ (1 − β) ∗
(

1 − wm
tk

)

otherwise

(17)

Although it has been proved that it is better than GTMS,

LDTS, etc. [10], [23] but the major drawback of this trust

model is sensitivity to false positive alarms and only specific

to on-off attack that makes it suitable for specific situation

because in reality collusion attack might degrade the per-

formance of whole WSN. Almomani et al. [46] developed a

‘‘specialized dataset for intrusion detection systems in wire-

less sensor networks’’ that improves the speed and accuracy

of intrusion (DoS attacks) detection process. LEACH, NS-2

simulator andWEKA toolbox are used for clustering, routing,

simulation, and 10-fold cross validation respectively. The

data obtained through NS-2 is collected for the training of

the artificial neural network in order to detect and achieve

higher classification accuracy rate for various DoS attacks.

The main disadvantage of this intelligent intrusion detection

and prevention mechanism that it is suitable only for DoS

attacks and not able to mitigate on-off and collusion attacks.

Ishmanov et al. [8] proposed ‘‘A secure trust establish-

ment scheme for wireless sensor networks’’ to detect and

mitigate well known dangerous internal attack: on-off attack

by introducing a misbehavior component along with cur-

rent node status. Simulation results demonstrate good per-

formance of this scheme in terms of misbehavior detection

along with their persistency. The author claims that it is

suitable for on-off attack mitigation but without employing

the misbehavior frequency component, a robust on-off TMS

is infeasible to design. Various attacks like collusion attacks,
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blackhole attacks, etc are not considered that makes it unre-

alistic because collusion attacks can succeed to destroy the

whole WSN. Labraoui et al. [47] proposed an ‘‘application

independent distributed trust model’’ known as RaRtrust that

combine the risk factor with the reputation to obtain a global

trust value of a SN in order to mitigate the bad-mouthing

attack and on-off attack. The author states that it is accu-

rate and efficient TMS with high detection capability but it

requires more resource consumptions compare to [10], [19],

[22], [23].

Karthik and Ananthanarayana [24] proposed a communi-

cation and data trust based hybrid approach known as HTMS

to detect faulty data based on data consistency using correla-

tion (spatial, temporal) techniques. Decision-making is done

on the basis of data trust score. HTMS employs provenance

data, communication trust, and correlation metric to estimate

the trust score of sensor nodes and sense data respectively.

HTMS gives reward and punishment on the basis of the

reliability of data by increasing and decreasing trust scores

of WSN nodes. Moreover, HTMS uses metrics like self and

peer data trust along with interdependency property, data

provenance and communication competence to estimate the

final trust score of the source node, intermediate node, and

data item. Experimental results exhibit the robustness and

effectiveness of HTMS in terms of detection and mitigation

of malicious nodes and untrustworthy numeric data but it is

not well suited for estimation of trust score of non- numeric

data has been identified as a research gap. Górski et al. [52]

provideWCT2M for clustered WSN to improve security and

mitigate various cybersecurity threats. WCT2M uses validity

history and deviation history along with direct (local assess-

ment) and indirect (peer recommendation) trust and aggregate

all to obtain final trust value. Its performance is evaluated

under several attacks with multilayer WSN deployment that

seems to be effective under various attacks scenarios but data

trust is not considered to eliminate the bad recommendations.

Trust decision based on considering only communication

trust might be misled by various attacks like on-off attack,

grey hole attack etc.

Gautam et al. [53] discussed a Scalable TM for WSN

to detect and mitigate various security threats like bad-

mouthing, collusion attacks and self-promoting. Direct trust

is computed by using ‘‘time lapses function based on for-

getting curve’’ and for indirect trust, reputation function is

used. Trust updating mechanism is also employed. SNs are

categorized as trusted or selfish (malicious) by considering

a predefined threshold value. The author believes that this

approach is lightweight under the constant environmental

factor and robust against intrusion detection and various other

security attacks. The author does not provide any information

regarding communication overhead and not a valid mathe-

matical proof for its robustness. Moreover, only communi-

cation trust is considered which is not sufficient to provide

robust trust value because it might be a possibility that two

or more nodes communicate very frequently but not giving

correct data reports to each other.

Desai et al. [55] proposed a recent topology independent

trust model based on the internal resource of SNs known

as ‘‘Node-Level Trust Evaluation in Wireless Sensor Net-

works.’’ This model allows only trusted (reliable) nodes to

partake in the WSN and later these trusted nodes can be com-

municated with peers using the proposed ‘‘Self-Attestation

and Self-Scrutiny’’ algorithms. This model is implemented

on real sensor nodes does not use second-hand information

during trust evaluation. The author states that it is robust

and provides consistent results. Ghugar et al. [56] proposed

a novel trust scheme known as ‘‘protocol layer trust-based

intrusion detection system (LB-IDS)’’ to protect WSN from

various security threats. This scheme can efficiently detect

attackers at each layer. Trust values are computed by using

the concept of trust value deviation w.r.t. attack. Mainly three

layers (physical, MAC and network layer) are considered

for trustworthiness by taking key trust metrics of that par-

ticular layer. The status of the sensor node is determined

by comparing the aggregated the individual trust values of

each layer with some predefined threshold. This scheme

implements three attacks namely jamming attack, ‘‘back-off

manipulation attack and sinkhole attack at physical,MAC and

network layer’’ respectively. The author proves that it is better

than Wang’s scheme in terms of detection and mitigation of

defined attacks.

Reddy et al. [57] proposed ‘‘Trust Computation Model

Using Hysteresis Curve for Wireless Sensor Networks’’ to

protect the WSN from various security threats as well as

wrongs decisions. This model uses a differential method for

direct trust evaluation and hysteresis curve for indirect trust

and compare it with cos function to measure its effectiveness.

The proposed model is reliable and reduces the increased

network traffic by drawing a better tradeoff between traffic

and reliability.

Trust establishment in WSN has become an interesting

and challenging issue for the research community because of

its requirement in various fields [1]–[5]. Among the existing

trust models, very few are comprehensive and focus on fun-

damental requirements of WSN but suffer from various lim-

itations due to limited resource availability. The comparative

analysis of these states of art trust models for clustered WSN

is shown in Table 1.

III. PROPOSED TRUST SCHEME

This section presents a communication and data trust-based

framework to prevent the WSN from various attacks.

Proposed scheme (LTS) operates on two levels namely,

intra-cluster and inter-cluster along with distributed approach

and centralized approach respectively to make accurate trust

decision of sensor nodes with minimum overheads. In the

centralized model, a trusted node (CH or BS) calculates the

trust value of SNs but in the distributed model, each and every

sensor node itself calculate neighbors’ trust value for decision

making based on a defined threshold value. Table 2 shows a

brief overview of the proposed scheme.
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TABLE 1. Comparative analysis of various trust schemes.

A. NETWORK TOPOLOGY AND ASSUMPTIONS

Figure 1 shows that a node in clustered WSN can be either

a cluster member or cluster head. Cluster members can be

communicated with their CH via single hop (directly) or via

multi-hop communication. In the same way, CHs forward

aggregated trust value to BS via single hop or through other

cluster heads.

It is important to list the various assumptions considered in

this work to make it transplantable [10], [19], [22], [23].

1) Clustering: clusters are formed by using well-known

clustering scheme [63]–[66] and cluster heads are

selected using proposed schemes [25]–[32] as it plays

a vital role in trust computation and decision making.

Cluster head (CH) within a cluster has a large commu-

nication range and power. The base station (BS) assigns

initial trust values to sensor nodes and respond to the

queries of CHs.

2) Secure channel: Key management scheme [22], [25],

[31] is used to establish a secure communication chan-

nel to protect trust values.

3) Domain of trust values: To reduce memory over-

head and transmission overhead, we take trust value

range as an unsigned integer in [0 4] that saves 25%

space compared to [10] and 70 % space than [22].

Although we can choose any range for trust values but

in sensor networks, the range of trust values plays a
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TABLE 2. Overview of LTS.

significant role in exchanging of trust values among

sensor nodes results in less transmission and power

overhead [19], [22], [23], [67], [68].

4) Monitoring: A timing window is used to record

(observe) the number of successful and unsuccessful

interactions within each time unit that add new experi-

ence and forget the earlier experience.

5) Central command authority: We assume that the base

station (BS) has no resource constraint problem and

cannot be compromised by’’ attackers. BS can remove

FIGURE 1. WSN Topology.

malicious nodes or replace it with good nodes for

proper functioning and known as central command

authority.

B. ASSIGNING UNIQUE IDENTITY TO CM

To improve the security of the system, we assign a unique

identity (labels or hash values) to each node by employing

modified SHA-1

UID =
((

K ′ + 1
)

⊕ RN‖H
((

K ′ + 1
)

⊕ ID‖RN
))

(18)

where K
′

is key required for hash function and ID and UID is

a serial number and unique identity of each SN respectively.

RN is a random number introduced by the base station.

Labeling of SNs using this approach makes communication

easy and prevents the system from various external attacks

like spoofing attack. Refer to table 3 for the symbols used in

the proposed work of this article.

C. TRUST DECISION AT INTRA-CLUSTER LEVEL

Based on the literature review refer to Table 1, we observe

that very few schemes focus on application requirement [10],

[23] and mostly uses static punishment [19], [22] or

reward coefficient. Some trust functions even do not

use any severity coefficient while computing successful

interactions.

A good Trust function must provide some flexibility

in terms of tuning the punishment and reward coefficient

(according to the application requirement) along with good

decision-making capability. The proposed scheme (LTS)

uses a robust trust function in which severity coefficient

can be tuned according to the application requirements

with the help of parameters α and ψ . In addition, LTS

incurs minimal communication overhead with high detection

capability.
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FIGURE 2. Flow Chart of proposed model.

1) CM TO CM COMMUNICATION TRUST CALCULATION

The Communication trust of node y at node x during

1tTC
x,y (1t) at CM level is defined by (19)

TC
x,y (1t)) =



4 ×





SCx,y (1t)
(

SCx,y (1t)+UC
x,y (1t))

)





∗
1

ψ
UC
x,y(1t))

∗

(

SCx,y (1t)

SCx,y (1t)+ 1

)α]

(19)

where 1t is the time window consists of several time units

(refer to figure 4) whose length can be changed depending

on network scenario and with the time elapses it adds newer

experiences and forget older experiences [8]. It is used to

eliminate the effect of the time on trust values.

Superscript C denote communication interactions and [.]

denotes greatest integer function. Meaning of all variables

and parameters (such as (SCx,y (1t) and U
C
x,y (1t)) used in

the proposed work are listed in Table 3. Parameters ψ can

be tuned according to application requirement to give pun-

ishment with the increase in unsuccessful interactions. The

linear term
SCx,y(1t)

SCx,y(1t)+1
slowly tends to 1 with increase in

SCx,y (1t) indicates small alteration in trust value of node x

for node y. Figure 3 illustrates the change in trust values (wrt.

ψ and α) with the rise in successful interactions (SCx,y (1t)).

The exponent parameter α ≥ 1 in (19) gives the harshness

to the trust function whose value can be adjusted according

to network scenario and application requirement and plays a

TABLE 3. Notations (Symbols) used in LTS.

FIGURE 3. Successful interactions VS Trust Value (w.r.t α. = 2).

significant role to cope with untrustworthy (non-cooperative)

nodes with greater values of α. Refer to table 4 to analyze the

change in trust values according to SCx,y (1t).

Based on the value computed by (19), a node can be

classified into three possible states (w.r.t. to CM only) as
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follows:

S
(

TC
x,y (1t))

)

=







(3; 4)

(0; θ )

(θ; 3)

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

highlytrustednode

maliciousnode

legitimatenode







(20)

where the parameter θ provide the flexibility whose value

can be set according to application requirement and network

scenario.

FIGURE 4. Behavior of nodes in Trust model.

Figure 4 illustrates a sample scenario of time window

scheme that shows the number of successful and unsuccessful

interactions recorded in each D time. Thus, the total time

for a time window is 4D as there are 4-time units and each

time unit requires D time. In the first time unit of the time

window, the number of successful and unsuccessful interac-

tions is 5 and 2 respectively. In the entire first time window,

the number of successful and unsuccessful interactions are

23 and 9’’ respectively. After each D time units, window

slides to right and add new interaction while it forgets old

(very first) experience. (Note that trust of an entity x wrt.

entity y changes with time, so to monitor the past as well as

present behavior we employed time window concept).

2) CM TO CM DATA TRUST CALCULATION

The Data trust of node y at node x during 1t
(

TD
x,y (1t)

)

at

CM level is defined by (21) as follows

TD
x,y (1t) =



4 ×





SDx,y (1t)
(

SDx,y (1t)+UD
x,y (1t))

)





∗
1

ψ
UD
x,y(1t))

∗

(

SDx,y (1t)

SDx,y (1t)+ 1

)α]

(21)

where 1t is the ‘‘time window consists of several times

unit’’ whose length can be changed depending on network

scenario and with the time elapses it adds newer reported data

interactions and forget older reports. Superscript D denotes

data interactions and [.] denotes greatest integer function.

Parameter ψ can be tuned according to application require-

ment to give punishment with the increase in unsuccessful

interactions.

The linear term
SDx,y(1t)

SDx,y(1t)+1
slowly tends to 1with increase in

SDx,y (1t) indicates small change in data trust value of node x

for node y. The exponent parameter α ≥1 gives the harshness

to the trust function whose value can be adjusted according

to network scenario (application requirement) which plays a

significant role to cope with untrustworthy nodes with greater

values of α. Based on the value computed by (21), a node can

be classified into three possible states (wrt to CM only) as

follows:

S
(

TD
x,y (1t))

)

=







(3; 4)

(0; θ )

(θ; 3)

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

highlydatatrustednode

maliciousnode

legitimatenode







(22)

where the parameter θ provide the flexibility whose value

can be set according to application requirement and network

scenario.

3) SUCCESSFUL DATA REPORT

A node j is said to be successfully report data to node i if and

only if

|RD
i (1t)− RD

j (1t) ≤ ρ| (23)

where RD
i (1t) and RD

j (1t) ‘‘are the reported data values

by sensor node i and its neighbor j in the cluster’’ at time

1t . ρ is defined as error tolerance parameter depends on

error variance of sensor’s sensing unit or network spatial

correlation because data reported by the sensor nodes in the

high density of deployment has a spatial correlation.

4) CH TO CM FEEDBACK COMMUNICATION TRUST (FC
x,y)

AND DATA TRUST (FD
x,y) CALCULATION

Let us assume there are r (r ≤n-1) good members (excluding

CH) among n members within a cluster. A cluster is said to

be good if it is either a legitimate node or highly trusted node.

Cluster head collect direct trust values of communication trust

and data trust of r cluster members by periodically sending

a request packet and store in a r∗ r matrix respectively as

follows:

CHd =









T d1,1 T d1,2 . . . T d1,n−1

T d2,1 T d2,2 . . . T d2,n−1

. . . . . . . . . . . .

T dn−1,1 T
d
n−1,2 . . . T

d
n−1,n−1









CHC =









T c1,1 T c1,2 . . . T c1,n−1

T c2,1 T c2,2 . . . T c2,n−1

. . . . . . . . . . . .

T cn−1,1 T cn−1,2 . . . T cn−1,n−1









where T cx,y and T
d
x,y are the direct trust values (communication

and data) of node x on node y. The idea of considering

the direct trust values of good nodes reduce transmission

overhead as well as improve the accuracy of the trust system.

Moreover, CH discards T ci,i and T
d
i,i during feedback trust cal-

culation to reduce the rating of a node towards itself. Inspired

from the beta distribution function [6], [69], feedback trust

can be estimated as follows

FTc
x,y (1t)) =

w1

(

4∗ a+1
a+b+2

)

+ w2 ∗ [

∑a+b
k=1 T

c
x,y(1t)

a+b
]

2
(24)
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GFT1t

x,y = ceil



4∗





FTc
x,y (1t)∗FT

d
x,y (1t) )

Tc
x,y (1t)∗FT

d
x,y (1t)+

(

4 − Tc
x,y (1t)

)

∗(4 − FT
d
x,y (1t) ))







 (26)

CHC
i,j (1t)) =



4 ×





SCi,j (1t)
(

SCi,j (1t)+UC
i,j (1t))

)



 ∗
1

ψ
UC
i,j(1t))

∗

(

SCi,j (1t)

SCi,j (1t)+ 1

)α


 (29)

FTd
x,y (1t)) =

w1

(

4∗ a+1
a+b+2

)

+ w2 ∗ [

∑a+b
k=1 T

d
x,y(1t)

a+b
]

2
(25)

where T cx,y (1t) and T dx,y (1t) is the feedback of node x

towards node y. w1 is the weight assigned to feedback pro-

vided by a single node and w2 is the weight assigned to

aggregated feedback from m (=a+b) members. Note that

and w1 + w2 = 1. A feedbacks is said to be positive if and

Tx,y (1t) ≥ 2 and negative if Tx,y (1t) < 2. Now using (24)

and (25), global feedback trust can be computed as follows

The Global feedback trust computed by (26), as shown

at the top of this page, can easily detect malicious nodes

in terms of communication if the neighboring nodes report

incorrect measure, which improves the efficiency of the trust

system. Final trust value (f Tx,y (1t)) is computed by simply

aggregating (simple averaging performs better than complex

averaging [22], [70]) as follows

(fTx,y (1t)) =
Tx,y (1t)+ GFT1t

x,y

2
(27)

where Tx,y (1t) is defined as the average value of data and

communication (direct) trust of CH-to-CH. In order to find

the node status, (f Tx,y (1t)) component is used as follows

S
(

(f Tx,y (1t))
)

=







(3; 4)

(0; θ )

(θ; 3)

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

highlytrustednode

maliciousnode

legitimatenode







(28)

The value of (or parameter) θ is application dependent i.e.

its value can be tuned according to application requirements.

D. TRUST DECISION AT INTERCLUSTER LEVEL

Trust decision at inter-cluster level is also defined by direct

(CH-to-CH) trust evaluation and indirect (BS to CH). For

direct trust evaluation, we use the same trust computing

function defined for CM level but during indirect trust cal-

culation, base station discards the dishonest feedbacks and

simply aggregate remaining feedbacks as simple averaging is

always perform better than complex aggregation [70]. Trust

decision at inter-cluster level considers only communication

trust because adjacent CHs aggregate the data coming from

clusters members and it will be difficult to find the false data

report from the aggregated data.

1) CH TO CH COMMUNICATION TRUST CALCULATION

CH-to-CH communication trust at inter-cluster level is com-

puted in the same way as CM computes in the intra-cluster

level using (29), as shown at the top of this page, where

CHC
i,j (1t)) is defined as the communication trust maintained

by CH (j) at CH (i) during 1t . The parameter α and ψ

serve the same purpose defined at CM level. The superscript

C indicate communication trust and [.] indication nearest

integer function.

2) BS TO CH INDIRECT (FEEDBACK) TRUST CALCULATION

In feedback trust calculation, the BS excludes those feed-

backs from CHs having high diversity around them to build

trustworthy feedback for CHs. Note that the median abso-

lute deviation is better than standard deviation [9], [19], [20].

Suppose there are g numbers of cluster heads in theWSN, and

then BS collect all feedbacks from all CHs into the matrix B

as follows:

B =









C1,1 C1,2 . . . C1,g

C2,1 C2,2 . . . C2,g

. . . . . . . . . . . .

Cg,1 Cg,1 . . . Cg,g









In order to determine the dishonest (untrustworthy)

feedback, we use the following equation based on the

median absolute deviation along with scaled constant β [71]
|Fi−median(f )|

medianabsolutedeviation/β
> δ where Fi denotes ith feedback

and median (f ) is the median of given feedbacks. δ is some

threshold value used to determine dishonest feedbacks whose

value can be decided anything depending on the network

and application scenario as in some application like military

application, the value of δ plays a vital role to identify dis-

honest recommendations to obtain more accurate trust values.

Now the indirect trust is computed by taking the average of

remaining recommendations.

IV. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS AND EVALUATION

This section describes the robust of proposed trust model

against malicious behavior, the severity of trust function

and communication overhead by some definitions, theorems,

and proofs. We categorize sensor network nodes (SNs) into

good (trustworthy) nodes, malicious (bad or untrustworthy)

nodes and awful malicious nodes with the consideration that

good nodes frequently and successfully interact with each

other and submit true report (feedback or recommendation)

and malicious nodes interact rarely or do unsuccessful inter-

actions with false feedback report to ruin or boost the repu-

tation of SNs. More clear definition of such nodes is defined

below in the continuation of this section.
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A. ANALYSIS AGAINST MALICIOUS BEHAVIOR

Firstly, we need to define the kinds of attacks (malicious

behavior) on any clustered WSN as follows:

1) Garnished attack: Malicious (selfish) nodes behave

good (trustworthy) and bad (untrustworthy) alterna-

tively and attacks suddenly to damage the network with

the aim of remain undetected.

2) Bad mouthing attack: It is one of the most straightfor-

ward attacks in which malicious nodes provide wrong

(false or dishonest) feedback about peer nodes to boost

or ruin their reputation.

3) Blackhole and Greyhole attack: In these attacks, mali-

cious nodes try to convince its peer nodes to forward

trust values via itself to disrupt communication by dis-

carding true values of trust.

4) Ballot-stuffing attack: In this attack, good reputation

(higher trust values) are strewn about malicious nodes

to destroy the network.

Our model efficiently detects such types of attacks and

prevent from malicious activities. Let us first give some defi-

nitions and then theorems with their theoretical validation to

demonstrate the effectiveness and robustness of the proposed

trust model.

Definition 1: A SN x is said to good (communication

trusted and data trusted) for other node y if and only if x

successfully interacts with some predefined threshold num-

ber of times with y during (1t) and S
c,d
x,y (1t) > U

c,d
x,y (1t)

and T
c,d
x,y (1t) ≥ 2 where c and d denotes communication and

data interactions.

Definition 2: A SN x is said to malicious for other node y

if and only if x is interacted atleast once with y during (1t)

and U
c,d
x,y (1t)≥ Sc,dx,y (1t) or T

c,d
x,y (1t) < 2 where c and d

denotes communication and data interactions.

Definition 3: A node x is said to be deceived by malicious

node y if and only if T
c,d
x,y (1t) ≥ 2.

Definition 4: A trust model is said to be robust against

deception if and only if no malicious node can deceive

another node

Definition 5: A SN x is said to an awful malicious

for other node y if and only if x is interacted at least

once with y during (1t) and U
c,d
x,y (1t) > S

c,d
x,y (1t) or

T
c,d
x,y (1t) < 1 where c and d denotes communication and data

interactions.

Definition 6: A trust model is said to be robust against

deception by awful malicious nodes if and only if no awful

malicious node can deceive (mislead) another node.

Definition 7: A group of malicious or awful malicious

nodes is said to be performing collaborating attack at

intra-cluster level if they provide wrong feedback about a

particular node to the CH.

Definition 8: A group of malicious or awful malicious

nodes (say i) is said to be performed collaborating attack

successfully (at intra-cluster level) if they provide wrong

feedback about a particular node to the CH in the following

way:

Case 1) T
c,d
ch,i (1t) ≥ 2. when number of positive recom-

mendations (a) is less than number of negative recommenda-

tions (b) i.e. group of malicious nodes collaborate to lie about

a malicious node. Here malicious nodes say about another

malicious node (x) that x is trusted node.

Case 2) T
c,d
ch,i (1t) < 2 when number of positive recom-

mendations (a) is greater than number of negative recommen-

dations (b).’’ Here malicious nodes say about a trusted node

(y) that y is an untrustworthy node. In both cases 1 and 2,

a group of malicious nodes collaborates to lie about a trust-

worthy node.

Theorem 1: In cluster member (CM)-to-cluster mem-

ber (CM) trust estimation and decision making, the proposed

trust model is robust against the deceptive behavior of cluster

members.

Proof (by contradiction): Suppose a CM (y) successfully

deceived CM (x) then U
c,d
x,y (1t) ≥ S

c,d
x,y (1t)&T

c,d
x,y (1t) ≥ 2

(according to definition 1 and 2). There exist three cases for

this deceptive behavior.

Case 1: if cluster members x and y are not interacted

with each other i.e. U
c,d
x,y (1t)+Sc,dx,y(1t)= 0 then CM x

will rely on the feedback (recommendation) sent by CH

towards y.

Case 2: If S
c,d
x,y (1t) = 0 & U

c,d
x,y (1t) ≥ 1 then

T
c,d
x,y (1t)= 0 using (19) and (21).

Case 3: If cluster member (CM) x interact at least once

with CM y within (1t) i.e. U
c,d
x,y (1t)+Sc,dx,y(1t) > 1 and

U
c,d
x,y (1t) ≥ S

c,d
x,y (1t) then the term

S
c,d
x,y (1t)

(

S
c,d
x,y (1t)+U

c,d
x,y (1t))

) will

always be less than 50% (i.e. 0.5) and the value of T c,dx,y (1t)

will be less than 2 for any value of α which contradict the

hypothesis. Moreover, α provide the flexibility to the trust

function in the sense that by setting a larger value of α, a CM

will take a longer time to increase its trust value towards

other cluster CM. Theorem 1 indicates that the proposed

model can prevent from sudden attacks by providing strict

punishment coefficient and meanwhile ‘‘theorem 1 indirectly

proves that the proposed model is robust against garnished

attack.’’

Theorem 2: In cluster head (CH) -to- cluster head (CH)

trust estimation and decision making, the proposed trust

model is robust against the deceptive behavior’’ of cluster

heads.

Proof: Similar to theorem 1.

Theorem 3: A group of malicious CMs cannot collaborate

successfully against a CH towards another CM.

Proof (by contradiction): suppose a group of malicious

CMs collaborate successfully against a CH towards another

trusted CM then according to definition 7 and definition

8 then T
c,d
ch,i (1t) > 2. Consider that a <b then the value of

w1

(

4∗ a+1
a+b+2

)

+w2∗[

∑a+b
k=1

T
c,d
x,y,(1t)

a+b ]

2
using (24) and (25) is always

less than 2 which contradict the hypothesis. This situation

covers the bad mouthing scenario and validate that our pro-

posed model is robust against bad mouthing attack. For the
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simplicity, we can assign equal value to w1 and w2 with

the constraint that w1 + w2 = 1. In the same way, other

implications can be proved.

Theorem 4: A group of malicious CHs cannot collaborate

successfully against a BS towards another CH

Proof: Similar to theorem 3

B. SEVERITY ANALYSIS OF TRUST FUNCTION

This section provides a relative analysis of the some existing

TMSs. For symbols and their meanings, refer to Table 3.

Table 4 indicates trust functions along with some observa-

tions such as TMA is least severe and employ only lin-

ear trust function. GTMS [19] and LDTS [22] considered

only communication trust and vulnerable to attack. Although

ADCT [10] employs both communication and data trust to

evaluate the trustworthiness of sensor nodes but punishment

coefficient does not provide any flexibility as in our trust

model, punishment coefficient is dependent on ψ whose

value can be tuned according to application requirement

and greater the values of α, larger the time required to

change the trust value of a node (say x on another node

(say y). Moreover, punishment coefficient of ADCT depends

on successful, unsuccessful interactions and value of α but

proposed model (LTS) depends on unsuccessful interactions

only, which makes it simple and lightweight. LWTM [23]

considers only communication trust, which may result in

an incorrect trust decision. In addition, LWTM does not

consider the multi-hop network model in the computation

of communication overhead analysis. It is less adaptive and

non-realistic than LTS because LWTM does not employ the

parameters, which can be tuned according to application

requirement.

TABLE 4. Comparison of WSN Trust functions.

C. COMMUNICATION OVERHEAD ANALYSIS

As we know, WSNs are collections of small size, self-

organized hundred to thousand low-cost resource constraint

sensor nodes and mainly deployed in the hazardous/ hostile

area to monitor events and report continuous and discrete

data. More number of communications among sensor nodes

during trust estimation requires more power and transmission

cost. By reducing the number of communication during trust

evaluation, we can increase the lifetime of the sensor network.

We consider the worst-case scenario in which the maximum

number of nodes can communicate during trust evaluation

according to the proposed model as CM to CM or CM to

CH etc. Let us, we define the number of nodes in WSN is N

and the number of clusters (groups/cluster heads) are g then

size (n) of each cluster can be defined by (30) as follows

n = N/g (30)

where size n represents the number of nodes (including

CH) within the cluster. We divide the total communica-

tion overhead into intra-cluster communication overhead and

inter-cluster communication overhead. In intra-cluster trust

evaluation, node x sends and receive one CH feedback request

to interact with node y i.e. total communication overhead of 2

request packets. In the worst case, if node x wants to interact

with all (n-2) nodes then total communication overhead is 2

(n-2) request packets. If all CMs (except CH)wants to interact

with each other than maximum communication overhead is 2

(n-2)(n-1). During intra-cluster feedback trust calculation,

CH sends r requests to only direct trusted members and

receive r response where ( r ≤ n-1). The total communication

overhead due to feedbacks by CH at CM level is 2∗r request

and response packets. Thus total communication overhead in

intra-cluster trust computation Cintra = 2 (n-2)(n-1)+2r.

In intra-cluster trust evaluation, CH (i) sends and receive

one BS feedback request to interact with CH (j) i.e. total

communication overhead of 2 request packets. In the ‘‘worst

case, if CH (i) wants to interact with all (g-1) CHs then total

communication overhead is 2 (g-1) request packets. If all CHs

wants to interact with each other than maximum communi-

cation overhead is 2g(g-1). During BS to CH feedback trust

calculation, BS send g requests and receive total g responses

from all CHs leads to a total communication overhead of 2g

packets. Thus total communication overhead in inter-cluster

trust computation Cinter = 2g(g-1)+ 2g. Therefore, in the

worst case, maximum communication overhead (Cmax) of

the proposed scheme is:’’

Cmax = g∗Ci n tr a + Ci n t e r

= g∗(2(n− 2)(n− 1) + 2r)+2g(g− 1)+2g (31)

If we consider an average case scenario where only 50% of

the CMs are directly (peer to peer) trusted, then r = (n-1)/2.

Substitute r value in the (31), we get

Cmax = g(n− 1)(2n− 1) + 2g2 (32)

In this report, the term direct trust nodes represent those

nodes whose trust value is greater than or equal to two (2)
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during CM-to-CM-direct trust evaluation. In the real sce-

nario, all CMs might not be directly trusted and neither

all CMs can be malicious so average case analysis can be

considered as a real scenario where 50% to 70%nodesmay be

direct trusted and others are malicious. Table 5 indicates the

communication overhead of various existing and proposed

trust management schemes.

TABLE 5. Communication overhead analysis.

V. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

In this section, we exhibit the effectiveness of the pro-

posed trust model (LTS) by doing various experiments on

MATLAB. Although we have already provided theoretical

validation of LTS by several theorems but experimental

results along with theoretical analysis prove the feasibil-

ity of LTS for security enhancement in large scale WSN.

We categorize the experimental results in three categories

namely severity of LTS with the percentage of successful

interactions, communication overhead, and malicious node

detection. Emulation parameters are taken in the proportion

of [22], [23] to analysis the performance of LTS.

FIGURE 5. Severity analysis of LTS and ADCT.

FIGURE 6. Severity analysis of LTS, LDTS and ADCT.

TABLE 6. Comparative analysis of change in trust values.

A. SEVERITY ANALYSIS OF LTS

The proposed trust model (LTS) can mitigate blackhole and

greyhole attacks in any environment by providing suitable

values of ψ&α according to application requirements.

Figures 5 and 6 exhibit the severity of LTS and Table 6 pro-

vide the exact change in trust values with respect to change

in percentage of successful interacts.

In addition, Table 6 indicate the effect of change inψ value

on the trust values. Although we have done several experi-

ments for different values ofψ&α but to provide comparative

analysis we have considered α = 2. In LTS, a nodes takes

longer time to change its value (because of ψ and α ) to

deal with blackhole and greyhole attacks and several others.

ψ and α values will be selected based on the application
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FIGURE 7. Intra-cluster communication overhead.

FIGURE 8. Worst-case analysis of communication overhead with
10,000 nodes.

requirement. For example, for defense applications, we need

highly trusted reports so in such cases we can set ψ ≥ 3 with

α = 2.

B. COMMUNICATION OVERHEAD

As we have discussed in subsection C of section IV, our LTS

take minimal communication overhead. Figure7 represents

maximum intra-cluster communication overhead in LTS is

minimal than other TMS while figure 8 represents maxi-

mum communication overhead incurred by whole WSN. The

experimental results exhibit that LTS impose minimal com-

munication overhead onWSN by creating multiple scenarios,

for example, as in figure 7, the number of cluster members is

increasing while in figure 8 number of clusters are increasing.

C. MALICIOUS NODES DETECTION

In order to check the detection capability of LTS, we have

injected 40% malicious nodes in a WSN scenario consisting

of total 500 nodes.

FIGURE 9. False positive and false negative alarms.

Figure 9 represents that approx 35% malicious nodes pro-

vide correct feedback report about neighbor nodes. To the

best of our knowledge, LTS is the first severe trust model that

detect approx. 35% malicious node.

Note: false positive means here that a malicious node gives

positive feedback of untrustworthy node. In the false negative,

a malicious node gives negative feedback of a trustworthy

node.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

In this paper, we proposed a novel and comprehensive trust

estimation approach for large scale WSN employing clus-

tering to improve cooperation, trustworthiness, and security

by detecting malicious (faulty or selfish) sensor nodes with

reduced resource consumption. Proposed scheme (LTS) con-

sists of unique features like robust trust estimation function,

attack resistant and simple trust aggregation at cluster heads.

Data trust along with communication trust plays a significant

role to cope with malicious nodes.

Initially, unique identities are assigned to each SN to make

communication easier and secure from external attacks. Clus-

ters are formed using well-known algorithms [63]–[66]. LTS

operates on two levels namely, intracluster and intercluster

along with distributed approach and centralized approach

respectively to make accurate trust decision of sensor nodes

with minimum overheads. A timing window mechanism is

employed to monitor successful and unsuccessful interac-

tions. The punishment to the malicious nodes and harshness

of the trust function can be tuned according to applica-

tion requirements, which is one of the interesting novelty

about the proposed scheme. We introduce a simple averaging

scheme to aggregate the trust values for cluster heads to over-

come the limitations of existing TMS. In addition, dishonest

recommendations (outliers) are eliminated before aggrega-

tion at the base station by observing statistical dispersion.

LTS is Platform independent and not affected by chosen of

any specific routing scheme.

Theoretical and mathematical validation along with exper-

imental results exhibits that the proposed model is feasible

for security enhancement by detecting and mitigating mali-

cious nodes. The proposed work does not provide memory
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overhead because we believe that with technical development

storage problems is likely to be resolved in the future.

As in our work, we are not considering the weight and

frequency of misbehavior, LTS is not highly recommended

to mitigate on-off attacks and collusion attacks. The suitabil-

ity of LTS for homogeneous WSN is seems to be another

limitation.

In the future, we are planning to extend our work to

detect and mitigate the on-off attack, DoS attacks and col-

lusion attack along with minimal communication and stor-

age overhead. We have planned to examine the scalability

and convergence rate of LTS with optimal number of clus-

ters. We are also planning to design a robust, risk-aware

trust model for heterogeneous WSN and IoT using machine

learning [72]–[111], [122]–[137].
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